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Abstract—The emerging high efﬁciency video coding
(HEVC) standard has improved compression performance
signiﬁcantly in comparison with H.264/AVC. However, more
intensive computational complexity has been introduced by
adopting a number of new coding tools. In this paper, a fast
inter CU decision is proposed based on the latent sum of
absolute differences (SAD) estimation. Firstly, a two-layer motion
estimation (ME) method is designed to take advantage of the
latent SAD cost. The new ME method can obtain the SAD costs
for both the upper CU and its sub-CUs. Secondly, a concept of
motion compensation rate-distortion (R-D) cost is deﬁned, and an
exponential model is proposed to express the relationship between
the motion compensation R-D cost and the SAD cost. Then, a
fast CU decision approach is designed based on the exponential
model. The fast CU decision is implemented by comparing a
derived threshold with the SAD cost difference between the upper
and sub SAD costs. Experimental results show that the proposed
algorithm achieves an average of 52% and 58.4% reductions of
the coding time at the cost of 1.61% and 2% bit-rate increases
under the low delay and random access conditions, respectively.
Index Terms—H.264, high efﬁciency video coding (HEVC), inter
prediction, motion estimation, video coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

ECENTLY, with the rapid development of network communication and multimedia technologies, video contents
are presented to be High Deﬁnition (HD) and Ultra HD. The
resolutions of the HD videos are larger and the visual quality
is better, when compared with the standard deﬁnition videos.
Meanwhile, higher requirements are put forward to the video
coding technologies. To meet the requirements, International
Telecommunication Union-Telecom (ITU-T) and International
Organization for Standardization/International Electrotechnical
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Commission (ISO/IEC) jointly developed a new generation of
video coding standard, namely High Efficiency Video Coding
(HEVC).
HEVC provides signiﬁcant improvement on the compression
ratio in comparison with H.264/AVC [1]. Part of the improvement comes from the newly adopted quad-tree structure
based coding tree unit (CTU) [2], which brings a ﬂexibility of
multiple sizes of coding blocks. The coding blocks are named
as coding unit (CU). Each CU can be recursively split into
four squared sub-CUs. For applications with high performance
requirements, Rate-Distortion (R-D) optimization is checked
in a recursive manner for all the CU sizes to obtain the optimal
mode. The quad-tree coding structure can improve the coding
performance signiﬁcantly by the recursive RD optimization.
Thus, it also brings intensive computational complexities. Reducing the coding computational complexity effectively is very
important for applying HEVC on the real-time applications.
Since the process of coding a CU includes almost all the modules in the HEVC, the CU decision occupies most of coding time
in HEVC. Many studies aim to design the fast CU decision algorithms for HEVC intra prediction [3]–[6] and inter prediction
[7]–[9] in order to reduce the coding time. This work focuses
on the fast inter CU decision. According to the employed features, the inter CU decision methods can be divided into three
classes, including encoding parameters based, neighboring CU
based, and R-D cost based methods.
The ﬁrst class speeds up the CU decision by referring the encoding parameters, such as motion vector (MV), coded block
ﬂag (CBF), differential MV, and parameters of sample adaptive
offset (SAO) [10]–[17]. For example, Ahn et al. proposed a fast
CU decision algorithm based on the spatio-temporal encoding
parameters [10], [11]. This method used the SAO parameters to
measure the CU complexity, and used the MV, CBF and Transform Unit (TU) sizes to measure the motion complexity. A fast
CU decision was implemented by evaluating the CU complexity
and motion complexity, respectively. Correa et al. presented a
data mining based fast CU decision method [12], [13]. The information of skip ﬂags, merge ﬂags, and R-D costs were extracted to generate a decision tree. Then, the CU selection was
determined by the decision tree. Shen et al. suggested a fast
Bayesian theory based CU decision algorithm [14]. They employed the sum of absolute transform differences (SATD), MV,
and R-D costs as the features. The CUs were selected based on
the Bayesian decision rule. In addition, Pan et al. developed a
merge mode detection algorithm based on zero-block detection
and motion estimation [15]. Kim et al. employed the differential MV and CBF to detect the skip mode [16]. Chiang et al.
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applied a zero-block detection using the differential MV [17].
These works efﬁciently reduced the encoding complexity. However, the encoding parameters are extracted in the middle of the
coding process so that they are insufﬁcient to reﬂect the motion
compensation performance exactly.
The second class employs the depth information of the neighboring CUs to select the size of the current CU [18]–[24]. The
motivation is that the depths of the neighboring CUs tend to be
the same. For example, Shen et al. proposed a CU depth range
estimation in the fast CU decision algorithm [18]. It employed
the depths of the spatio-temporal neighboring CUs to estimate
the depth range of the current CU. Correa et al. also suggested
to estimate the depth of CUs using the depth of spatio-temporal
neighboring CUs [19] In order to reduce the depth range, Zhang
et al. applied the depth correlation between the spatio-temporal
adjacent CTUs and the current CTUs [21]. With the purpose
of skipping R-D optimization in both the frame and CU levels,
Leng et al. employed the depth information of the neighboring
CUs and the co-located CUs of the previous frame [22]. Recently, a Markov Random Field (MRF) based fast CU decision
algorithm was proposed in [23], [24]. The MRF can efﬁciently
employ the neighboring information in CU decision. In these
methods, whether the optimal modes can be selected mainly depends on that the neighboring CUs are encoded with the same
modes. However, around the boundary of moving objects, the
neighboring CUs tend to be encoded with different modes [25].
The third class is R-D cost based fast CU decision methods
[26]–[29]. Lee et al. proposed an R-D cost fast inter CU decision method [26]. They employed the temporary R-D cost after
coding the skip mode and
PU mode. The Baysian
rule on a given false ratio was proposed for the fast CU decision.
Vanne et al. analysed the distribution of the PU modes and the
relation between the modes [27]. They proposed the conditions
of coding the symmetric motion partition (SMP) modes and
asymmetric motion partition (AMP) modes. In order to reduce
the complexity of the RD optimization, Correa et al. developed
a fast CU decision algorithm by comparing the R-D cost with
a threshold [28]. In addition, Shen et al. suggested a fast inter
CU selection algorithm using the temporary R-D cost [29]. It is
known that R-D cost is the criterion in R-D optimization of CU
decision. Thus, the R-D cost based methods can exactly select
the optimal modes. However, the time savings are limited since
the computation of R-D costs is essentially time-consuming.
In the recent works, the common point is to propose features
for early estimating the motion compensation performance. The
motion compensation performance is generally measured by
the sum of absolute differences (SAD) cost in motion estimation (ME). As we know, ME is an important module in the
block-based hybrid video coding framework. In this module,
the SAD between the original CU and the reference block is
calculated to search the most matching block. The target block
with the smallest SAD cost is employed as the prediction CU for
coding the residuals. In conventional ME methods, the SAD is
calculated only for the current CU. Actually, since the SAD calculation is a summation operation, the SAD costs of its sub-CUs
are latent variables in the SAD calculation of the current CU.
Here, “latent variables” are deﬁned as variables that are inferred
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in the process of calculating the other variables. The latent SAD
costs can efﬁciently reﬂect the motion compensation performance of the sub-CUs. Thus, this study tries to employ the latent
SAD estimation for the fast CU decision. The main contributions are listed as follows.
1) We design a two-layer based ME method. The new ME
method can obtain both the SAD cost of the current CU
and the latent SAD costs of its sub-CUs.
2) A concept of motion compensation R-D cost is deﬁned to
describe the R-D cost related with the motion compensation. Particularly, we propose an exponential model to express the relationship between the motion compensation
R-D cost and the SAD cost.
3) We propose a fast CU decision based on the latent SAD
estimation. A threshold is derived based on the proposed
exponential model. The fast CU decision is implemented
by comparing the derived threshold with the SAD cost
difference.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. An overview of
HEVC mode decision is presented in Section II. The two-layer
based ME method is given in Section III. The analysis of motion compensation cost model is provided in Section IV. The
proposed two-layer based fast CU decision method is proposed
in Section V. Experiments are provided in Section V-C to validate the efﬁciency of the proposed method. Finally, we draw
some concluding remarks in Section VII.
II. OVERVIEW OF HEVC CU PREDICTION
Like H.264/AVC, HEVC [30]–[32] is still a block-based hybrid video coding standard. First, the video frames are divided
into sequences of Coding Tree Units (CTUs). CTU is in a quadtree coding structure, and the nodes of the quad-tree are called
as CUs. CU is the concept of the basic coding region, including
a luma coding block and two chroma coding blocks. Each CU
can be recursively divided into four squared sub-CUs. In HEVC
reference software, the maximum and the minimum of the CU
sizes are
and
, respectively. Fig. 1(a) shows an
example of a CTU which is recursively divided into sub-CUs,
and forms a quad-tree coding structure. CUs with the sizes
,
can be recursively divided into four
sub-CUs. In addition, as the smallest CU,
CUs cannot
be split any more.
Accordingly, prediction unit (PU) is introduced in HEVC. PU
is the basic unit in the prediction. As show in Fig. 1(b), there are
8 PU modes in total. In inter prediction, the optimum mode is
chosen as the one which encoded with the minimal Rate-Distortion (R-D) cost. The R-D cost is given by
(1)
where denotes the R-D cost. The term denotes the reconstruction distortion which is calculated as the sum of squared
differences (SSD) between the original CU and the reconstructed CU. The term denotes as the number of the coding
bits. The parameter is the Lagrangian multiplier. This is the
well-known Rate-Distortion optimization (RDO) technique.
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Fig. 2. Conventional motion estimation and two-layer motion estimation
methods.
Fig. 1. HEVC coding structures. (a) The example of a CTU. (b) The PU partition modes.

RDO is a time-consuming operation since it performs transform, quantization, entropy coding, inverse quantization and
inverse transform.
We called a CU encoded as
manner if it is encoded
without dividing into sub-CUs. Otherwise, if a CU is encoded as
dividing into sub-CUs, we called it encoded as
manner. For
each CU (not including
CUs), R-D costs are calculated as
the
and
manners, respectively. The optimum split
ﬂag is determined as the one encoded with the minimal R-D
cost. It is expressed by
split
where
symbols
as the

and
and

(2)

denotes the optimal splitting. The
denote the R-D costs of CU encoded
manner, respectively.

III. TWO-LAYER MOTION ESTIMATION
A. Conventional Motion Estimation
ME is an important module in the block-based video coding
framework. Two ME algorithms are provided in the HEVC
reference software, such as the full search method and the
TZSearch method. The goal of both of them is to search the
most matching block in the search regions of the reference
frames. The target block is employed as the prediction CU
for coding the residuals. The top part of the Fig. 2 shows the
conventional ME algorithm. The current coded frame and its
reference frame are shown on the right and left, respectively.
The dashed box in the reference frame denotes the search region
of the current CU. In this region, it can search a reference CU,
denoted as
. The matching criterion is SAD cost, which is
calculated as
(3)

where
denotes the SAD cost. The term
denotes the
estimated bits of the ME. and
denotes the SAD between
the original CU and the reference block.
B. Two-Layer Based Motion Estimation With Latent SAD
In the conventional ME method, SAD cost is calculated only
for the current CU. We called it as Upper SAD cost. On the contrary, we called the SAD costs of its sub-CUs as Sub SAD costs.
However, the SAD calculation is a summation operation, i.e.,
the upper SAD cost is the sum of the sub SAD costs for each
search point. Thus, the sub SAD costs are latent variables in the
calculation of the upper SAD cost. Furthermore, as the matching
criterion in the ME methods, SAD cost can reﬂect the motion
compensation performance efﬁciently, i.e., the upper and sub
SAD costs can reﬂect the motion compensation of the CU encoded as the unsplit and split manners, respectively. Therefore,
we can employ both of the upper SAD cost and the latent sub
SAD costs in the fast CU decision.
In order to obtain both the upper SAD cost and the latent sub
SAD costs, we design a two-layer based ME methods. As shown
in the bottom part of Fig. 2, the two-layer ME method also needs
to search a reference block
for the current CU. However,
the difference is that the new ME method needs to search the
reference blocks of the sub-CUs. The references of the sub-CUs
are denoted as
,
,
and
, respectively.
The two-layer ME method can be easily implemented. Since
the sub SAD costs are latent variables in the calculation of the
upper SAD cost, only a small amount of additions, shifts and
logical operations are needed. More speciﬁcally, before calculating the SAD of the current CU at each search point, it ﬁrst
calculates the SADs of its sub-CUs one-by-one. The summation
of the sub SADs is equal to the upper SAD at each search point.
Then, update the minimal upper SAD cost and the minimal sub
SAD costs, respectively. After performing the ME method, we
can obtain the optimal upper SAD cost and the sub SAD costs.
The optimal upper SAD cost is denoted as
, which can reﬂect the motion compensation effect of the current CU encoded
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as the unsplit manner. The summation of the optimal sub SAD
costs is denoted as
. It can reﬂect the motion compensation effect of the sub-CUs encoded as the split manner. This
study tries to employ the SAD costs
and
in the
fast CU decision.
IV. MOTION COMPENSATION COST MODEL
In this section, we proposed a motion compensation R-D cost
model to express the relationship between the SAD cost and
motion compensation R-D cost. The existing rate and distortion
models are introduced ﬁrst. Then, a concept of motion compensation cost is presented, and an exponential model is proposed
to express the motion compensation R-D cost.
A. Rate-Distortion Models
In [33], the authors have studied the R-D cost models, which
include the rate model and the distortion model. The rate has
been divided into two parts, the header bits and the coefﬁcient
bits, which are expressed by
(4)
denotes the header bits, and the term
dewhere the term
notes the coefﬁcient bits. Furthermore, the header bits are modeled to have a good linear relationship with the numbers of the
CU and PU partitions, which is given by
(5)
and
denote the number of the CU and PU, rewhere
spectively. However, the coefﬁcient bits are modeled as a function of the SATD and Quantization Parameter (QP) [33]
(6)
where is the frame number and
denotes the SATD
of the th frame. The parameter denotes the current frame
number, and
denotes the generated source bits of the latest
previous frame. The symbols
and
denote the QPs
of the current frame and the latest previous frame, respectively.
The symbol
is a constant. Thus, the coefﬁcient bit number
of the current frame is estimated by the SATD of the previous
frames, the bits number of the latest previous frame, as well as
the QPs of the current frame and the latest previous frame.
The distortion model is also proposed as a function of the
SATD and QP, which is an exponential formula, shown as
(7)
where , and are the model parameters. Therefore, with the
trained parameters, the distortion can be estimated by the SATD
and QP.
B. The Model of the Motion Compensation Cost
In order to employ SAD in the fast CU decision, we try to
establish the relationship between SAD and the rate-distortion
model. Combining (1) and (4), the R-D cost can be rewritten as
(8)

Fig. 3. Relationship between the motion compensation cost and

.

From (6) and (7), it can be observed that the distortion and
the coefﬁcient bits
are both modeled as the functions of the
SATD and QP. Thus, it is reasonable to combine the distortion
and the coefﬁcient bits cost into a new cost, which is deﬁned as
motion compensation cost. The symbol
is used to denote
the motion compensation cost, i.e.,
. The motion compensation cost means the cost related with the motion
compensation. It has a strong relationship with the motion cost
(such as SATD and SAD) and QP. Then, (8) can be rewritten as
(9)
On one hand, the motion compensation cost has a strong relationship with the motion cost and QP. On the other hand, the
SAD costs of both the upper CU and its sub-CUs can be obtained
in the two-layer based ME method. In order to employ the SAD
costs in the fast CU decision, we analyse the relationship between the motion compensation cost, the SAD cost and QP. In
[33], the parameter was set to 1.5. Thus, we study on the statistical data of
and
, where
. Fig. 3 shows
the statistical data for P-slices and B-slices, respectively. It is interesting that there is a strong exponential relationship between
and
, which can be expressed by
(10)
This formula is called as the motion compensation cost model
(MCCM). The symbols , and are the model parameters.
Although both of the distortion model in [33] and the proposed
MCCM are in the exponential forms, MCCM is different from
the distortion model. Since the values
and
are different from
and
respectively, the model parameters
and are different with the parameters and .
In addition, we evaluate the ﬁtting goodness of MCCM.
Table I shows the R-square values of MCCM for the P-slice
and B-slice, respectively. It can be observed that the average
R-square values are above 0.997 for both the P-slice and
B-slice. That is, MCCM has high accuracy on modeling the
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where

TABLE I
FITTING GOODNESS (R-SQUARE) OF THE
MOTION COMPENSATION COST MODEL

, i.e.,

is the corresponding motion compensation cost of
.

B. The Proposed Fast CU Decision

relationship between the motion compensation cost and SAD
cost.
V. FAST CU DECISION
In this section, a fast CU decision algorithm is proposed based
on the motion compensation model. First, an analysis of CU
decision is presented, and a threshold is derived to compare with
the difference of the SAD costs in the fast CU decision. Then,
the details of the proposed fast CU decision are provided.
A. Analysis of CU Decision
From (9), the differences between the R-D costs
can be calculated as

and
(11)

where
and
are the motion compensation costs for the
CU coded as the unsplit and split manners, respectively. The
terms
and
denote the header bits for the CU coded as the
unsplit and split manners, respectively.
Since QP is a ﬁx value in the CU decision, (10) can be considered as the function of
with the variation SAD cost. Performing the Taylor expansion at a point
, and ignoring
the high order terms, we obtain

There are three steps in the proposed fast CU decision, i.e.,
the fast skip mode detection, the fast split mode detection, and
the fast unsplit determination.
1) Fast Skip Mode Detection: The skip mode is an important
coding scheme in HEVC. Especially in the static regions, most
of the CUs tend to be encoded with the skip mode. Furthermore,
the skip mode is generally coded before the other modes. If the
optimal mode is the skip mode, the other modes can be early
terminated. Thus, it is necessary to detect the skip mode in the
fast CU decision.
In this study, a fast skip mode detection method is proposed
using the R-D costs. The R-D cost of a CU encoded with the
skip mode is called as the skip R-D cost. When the temporary
optimal mode is the skip mode after performing the skip and
merge modes, the skip R-D cost is used to determine whether the
skip mode is the ﬁnal optimal mode. Speciﬁcally, the skip R-D
costs are recorded for the last 10 CUs which are encoded with
the skip mode as the optimal mode. A threshold can be estimated
by these 10 R-D costs. A trimmed mean estimator [34]–[36] is
used to calculate the threshold. Speciﬁcally, after discarding the
maximum and minimum R-D costs in the samples, it compute
the mean of the remaining R-D costs. The trimmed mean is less
sensitive to outliers than the mean, such that it is a reasonable estimate of central tendency or mean for many statistical models.1
It is expressed by

(16)
where

(12)
for the points
This formula is a linear approximation of
around
.
After the two-layer based ME, the SAD costs of the upper CU
and its sub-CUs can be obtained, which are denoted as
and
, respectively. From (10), the motion compensation
costs
can be estimated with the SAD cost
, and
can be estimated with
. Then, (11) can be rewritten as

(13)
Then, (2) can be rewritten as

where
The symbol

(14)

is the number of the sample number, i.e.,
.
. denote the R-D costs of the last 10 skip
CUs. If the skip R-D cost is smaller than
, the current
CU is determined to encode with the skip mode, i.e., the other
modes are early terminated. Otherwise, the other modes should
be coded continuously.
2) Fast Split Mode Detection: In the fast skip mode detection,
if the skip mode is not determined as the ﬁnal optimal mode, the
other modes should be coded continuously. The
N
N mode will be coded ﬁrst. There will be a ME in coding
this mode. As described in the above section, the two-layer motion estimation will replace the conventional ME. The new ME
method can obtain both the SAD cost of the upper CU and the latent SAD costs of its sub-CUs, which are denoted as
and
, respectively. Given
and
, by estimating
the value of the parameters
,
,
, and
, the split
ﬂag can be determined as (14) and (15).
Since (12) is the linear approximation of
for the points
near
, it is reasonable to set
as the average of
and
. It is expressed by

denotes a threshold. It can be rewritten as

(17)
(15)

1[Online].

Available: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Truncated_mean
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Furthermore,
is estimated using the previous encoded
CUs. The R-D costs of the last 10 previous CUs are recorded.
For the previous CU whose SAD cost is the closest to
,
the corresponding R-D cost is set as the prediction R-D cost,
. Then,
is estimated as
minus the cost of header
bits. It is given by
(18)
Then, (15) can be rewritten as
(19)
The remain estimated parameters are the header bits
and
. The previous encoded CU is also used in the estimation. It
records header bit numbers of the last 10 encoded CUs. Assume
is larger than
, it is easy to prove that, if
gets the
maximum and
gets the minimum, will get the maximum.
It is expressed by
(20)
. The terms
where is the sample number, i.e.,
and
denote the th header bits for the depth and
,
respectively. From (5), header bits have the linear relationship
with the number of CU and PU. The number of CU and PU
will be increased if it is encoded as the split manner. Then, the
estimation of
is as 4 times of
.
Combining (19) and (20), we can obtain the maximum estimation of . Finally, with the difference between
and
, the split ﬂag can be early detected by the estimated .
If
, the coding of current
N N
mode will be terminated, and the current CU should be encoded
as split manner. Otherwise, continue coding the other modes
normally.
3) Fast Unsplit Mode Determination: In the fast split mode
detection, if
, continue coding the other
modes on the current depth. After that, it may get a new R-D
cost, denoted as
, and a new header bits, denoted as , i.e.,
. For simplicity, the new estimation of
is . The
details of the fast unsplit mode determination are as follows.
1) After coding all the modes on the current depth, if the temporary optimal mode is the skip mode, it will be determined
to be encoded as unsplit manner.
2) Otherwise, update
with the new R-D cost
, i.e.,
, and calculate the new threshold
using the new parameters
,
,
as in (15). Meantime, calculate the average of the R-D costs of the previous
unsplit CUs. It is expressed by
(21)
where is the th R-D cost of the previous CUs which is
encoded as the unsplit manner. If
and
, the current CU is determined to be
encoded as unsplit manner.

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the proposed fast CU Decision.

3) Otherwise, continue coding the current CU as the split
manner.
C. Flowchart
The ﬂowchart of the proposed fast CU decision is shown in
Fig. 4. The main steps are as follows.
1) First, code the skip and merge mode and obtain the R-D
cost
. Calculate
as in (16). If the temporary optimal mode is the skip mode, and
, the current
CU is determined to be encoded as the skip mode, and go
to step 5. Otherwise, go to step 2.
2) Perform the two-layer ME of the
N
N mode,
and obtain the SAD costs
and
. Estimate
the header bits
and
, and obtain the threshold . If
, the current CU is determined to be
encoded as the split manner. Otherwise, continue coding
the other modes on the current depth and go to step 3.
3) If the temporary optimal mode is the skip mode, the current
CU is determined to be encoded as the unsplit manner, and
go to step 5. Otherwise, go to step 4.
4) Update using the new R-D cost
and the new header
as in (21), if
bits. Calculate
and
, the current CU is determined to be
encoded as the unsplit manner, and go to step 5. Otherwise,
code it with the split manner.
5) Finish coding the current CU on the current depth.
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TABLE II
FITTED VALUES OF THE PARAMETER IN
THE MOTION COMPENSATION COST MODEL

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Test Conditions
In this section, the performance of the proposed fast CU decision is evaluated in terms of the difference of the computation time, the change of the Bjontegaard Delta (BD) bit-rate
(BDBR) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) [37]. The proposed method is integrated on the HEVC reference software,
HM9.0.2 The simulation was performed on a PC with an Intel
(R) 2.30 GHz processor, 32 Gb RAM.
In the experiment, 17 sequences were tested, and Quantization Parameters (QP) values were set to 22, 27, 32,
and 37 in order to cover a broad range of qualities and
bit-rate. The experiment settings include the low delay (“encoder_lowdelay_P_main”) and random access (Random_Access_Main). The time savings were calculated as
(22)
where
denotes the overall encoding time of the proposed fast algorithm and,
denotes the total encoding
time of reference method. Since most of the CUs tend to be encoded with the large sizes, such as
and
, the
proposed method is implemented only on depth 0 and 1.
The model parameter in MCCM is employed to estimate the
threshold . Table II shows the ﬁtted values of the parameter .
It can be observed that the average ﬁtted values are 1.473 and
1.481 for the P and B slices, respectively. Furthermore, it shows
that most of the ﬁtted values are close to 1.5. Thus, is set to
1.5 in the experiments.
In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method,
we compared it with the state-of-the-art fast algorithms, including the Shen’s algorithms [18], [29], the Vanne’s algorithm
[27], the Ahn’s algorithm [11] and our previous works [23],
[25]. The Shen’s algorithms are labeled as CUD [18] and
STMD [29], respectively. Our previous works are labeled as
PMD [25] and MRF [23], respectively. Since the methods [11],
[18], [27], [29] were developed in different versions (HM12.0,
HM2.0, HM8.0 and HM10.0, respectively) of HM reference
software, we have carefully implemented them into HM9.0
reference software for fair comparison.
B. Results of the Low Delay Setting
First, we evaluated the performance of the proposed method
on the low delay setting. The 8th column of Table III shows
the performance of the proposed algorithm compared with the
2[Online]. Available: https://hevc.hhi.fraunhofer.de/svn/svn HEVCSoftware/
tags/HM-9.0rc2/
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reference software. The test sequences are with different resolutions and motion intensity. From the results, it can be observed that the proposed fast CU decision algorithm can save
52% coding time of the reference software on an average. In
other words, the proposed algorithm takes less than half of the
coding time consumed by the reference software. Furthermore,
the average BD bit-rate only increases 1.61%. In particular, for
the sequence Vidyo1, the time saving reaches up to 74.6% with
only 0.49% bit-rate increment. Fig. 5 shows the R-D curves of
6 sequences. It shows that the proposed fast CU decision algorithm can achieve a similar R-D performance as that of the
reference software no matter for the low bit-rates and the high
bit-rates. To sum up, the results show that the proposed algorithm can signiﬁcantly reduce the coding time with only 1.61%
bit-rate increase.
The 2nd column of Table III shows the results of the PMD
method [25]. It can be observed that the average BD bit-rate increment of the PMD method is larger than that of the proposed
method (the former is 1.89% and the latter is 1.61%). However,
the proposed method can further reduce 10% coding time with
respect to the PMD method. Therefore, the proposed method
signiﬁcantly reduce more coding time with less performance
loss than the PMD method, i.e., the proposed method outperforms the PMD method.
In Table III, the 3rd column shows the results of the CUD
method [18]. From the comparison results, it can be observed
that the average BD bit-rate increment of the proposed algorithm is almost equal to that of the CUD method (The former is
1.61% and the latter is 1.60%). However, the proposed method
can further reduce about 13% of the coding time with respect
to the CUD method. In other words, the proposed algorithm reduce the coding time far more than the CUD method with almost the same coding performance degradation. Some of the
results (such as Kimono, BasketballDrive) show that the proposed method achieve slightly more bit-rate increments than
that of the CUD method. However, the proposed algorithm can
achieve signiﬁcantly more time savings than that of the CUD
method. For example, 23% of the coding time can be further reduced with only 1.45% bit-rate increase for sequence Kimono. It
can be concluded that the proposed algorithm can obtain a better
trade-off in terms of the time saving and the performance degradation. The proposed algorithm outperforms the CUD method.
The 4th column of Table III shows the results of the MRF
method [23]. It can be observed that the average time saving of
the proposed algorithm is slightly less than that of the method
[23]. However, the bit-rate increment of the proposed algorithm
is less than that of the method [23] (the former is 1.61%, and the
latter is 2.19%). It shows that the proposed fast CU algorithm
is competitive with the method [23]. However, on one hand, the
proposed method is designed with only simple operations, such
as few additions and shifts. On the other hand, there are only
small changes of the two-layer ME with respect to the conventional ME. Thus, the design style of the proposed method is very
suitable for chip development.
The 5th, 6th, 7th columns of Table III show the results of the
Ahn’s algorithm [11], the Vanne’s algorithm [27], the STMD
method [29], respectively. As shown in Table III, the average
BD bit-rate increments of these methods [11], [27], [29] are
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TABLE III
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF PROPOSED METHOD WITH RECENT WORKS (LOW DELAY)

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF PROPOSED METHOD WITH RECENT WORKS (RANDOM ACCESS)

slightly less than that of the proposed method. However, the proposed method signiﬁcantly reduce more coding time (11%, 12%
and 10%, respectively) than these methods [11], [27], [29]. The
above experimental results indicate that the proposed method is
superior or comparable to the three state-of-the-art fast CU decision methods on the low delay setting.
C. Results of the Random Access Setting
We also evaluate the proposed algorithm on the random access setting. The 8th column of Table IV shows the results of
the proposed method when compared with the reference software. It can be observed that the proposed method can reduce
58.4% of the coding time with only 2% BD bit-rate increment.
The results indicate that the proposed method can speed up the
CU decision effectively.
The 2nd column of Table IV shows the results of the PMD
method [25]. As shown in Table IV, the PMD method reduce average 43.2% of the total coding time with 1.89% BD bit-rate increment. The proposed method reduce more (15%) coding time

than PMD with only 0.11% BD bit-rate increment. It can be concluded that the proposed method signiﬁcantly outperforms the
PMD method on the random access setting.
The 3rd column of Table IV shows the results of the CUD
method. The CUD method can reduce 43% of the coding time
with 2.97% BD bit-rate increment in average. The proposed
method can further reduce about 15% of the total coding time
with respect to the CUD method. Furthermore, the average bitrate increment of the proposed method is less than that of the
CUD method. It can be concluded that the proposed method signiﬁcantly outperforms CUD in terms of both the time saving and
coding performance degradation on this setting.
The 4th column of Table IV shows the results of the MRFbased method [23]. It can be observed that, the time saving of
the proposed method is slightly smaller than that of the method
[23] (the former is 58.4%, the latter is 63.2%). However, the
bit-rate increment of the proposed method is signiﬁcantly lower
than that of the method [23] (The former is 2%, the latter is
2.78%). On this setting, the proposed method can obtain a better
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Fig. 5. R-D performance of the proposed fast CU decision.

trade-off between the time saving and coding performance loss
than the method [23].
The 5th, 6th, 7th columns of Table IV show the results of the
Ahn’s algorithm [11], the Vanne’s algorithm [27], the STMD
method [29], respectively. Furthermore, the performance comparisons of the random access setting are similar to that of the
low delay setting. On this setting, it can be observed that the BD
bit-rate increment of the methods [11], [27], [29] are slightly less
than that of the proposed method, and the SDs are smaller than
that of the proposed method. However, the proposed method

saves more coding time (13%, 13% and 10%, respectively) than
these methods [11], [27], [29]. It can be concluded that the proposed method is superior and comparable to the state-of-the-art
algorithms on this setting.
We also calculate the standard deviations (SD) of the BD
bit-rate increments and time savings. As shown in Table III, and
Table IV, for the proposed method, the SDs of bit-rate increment
are only 0.81% and 1.06% under the low delay and random access settings, respectively. It can be observed that the proposed
method is robust to different video contents. On one hand, the
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PERFORMANCE

OF THE

TABLE V
SUB-ALGORITHMS (LOW DELAY)

TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE OF THE SUB-ALGORITHMS (RANDOM ACCESS)

bit-rate increment SDs of the proposed method are close to that
of the PMD and MRF-based methods, and they are smaller than
that of the CUD method. That is, the proposed method achieves
comparable or superior robustness as the PMD, MRF, and CUD
methods. On the other hand, the bit-rate increment SDs of the
proposed method are larger than that of the Ahn’s algorithm
[11], the Vanne’s algorithm [27], the STMD method [29]. However, the proposed method results in signiﬁcantly more time savings. Furthermore, it can be observed that the SDs of the time
savings are around 10% for all the comparative methods. It indicate that the time savings are mainly inﬂuenced by the video
contents. When encoding the simple videos, more time is likely
to be saved. On the contrast, less time is likely to be saved for
the complex videos.
D. Contributions of the Sub-Algorithms
As introduced in the above section, the proposed method includes three mode detection algorithms, i.e., fast skip mode detection (FSkip), fast split mode detection (FSplit), and fast unsplit detection (FUnsplit). In order to investigate the performance contribution of each part, we have evaluated the BD

bit-rates and time savings of these sub-algorithms. Experimental
results of the low delay and random access settings are shown
in Tables V and VI, respectively.
As shown in Table V, FSkip yields about average 28.1%
reduction of the total coding time with only 0.33% BD-rate
increment. Especially for the sequence Vidyo1, FSkip greatly
reduces about 55.1% coding time with only 0.24% BD bit-rate
increment. On the other hand, FUnsplit saves about 39.7%
coding time with only 0.91% BD bit-rate increment. The
sequence Vidyo1 also achieves the best performance in all
the tested sequences. That is, the sequence Vidyo1 achieves
the most time saving for both the FSkip and FUnsplit detections. The reason is that, the sequence Vidyo1 is with static
background and smooth motion. It makes that CUs in this
sequence are more likely to be encoded as the skip mode and
the unsplit manner. The results of the other sequences also
validate that FSkip and FUnsplit reduce more coding time for
the sequences with smooth motion than that of the complex
sequences. Furthermore, FSplit results in about 12.6% time
saving with average 0.59% BD bit-rate increment. It can be
observed that, for Vidyo1, FSplit saves almost the least coding
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TABLE VII
DIFFERENT VIDEO RESOLUTIONS

TABLE VIII
RESULTS OF TIME SAVINGS ON DIFFERENT QPS

time. However, for the sequences with high intensity motion
(such as, RaceHorsesC, PartyScene and PeopleOnstreet),
FSplit saves signiﬁcantly more coding time than the sequences
with smooth motion (such as, Vidyo1, Vidyo3, and BQSquare).
It can be considered that FSplit is complementary with FUnsplit. The overall scheme which combines these sub-algorithms
together yields average 52% time saving with only 1.61% BD
bit-rate loss, i.e., the overall scheme saves the most coding
time. Results in Table VI show that the performance of random
access setting is similar with that of the low delay setting. It
is observed that all the sub-algorithms reduce the total coding
time effectively with acceptable BD bit-rate increments.
E. Time Saving Statistics and Analyses
We also investigate the performance of the proposed method
tested with different parameters, such as QP, and video resolutions. Table VII shows the time saving of the proposed method
performed on different resolutions. From the results, we can see
that the average time saving of class E reaches up to 72.75%,
which is signiﬁcantly larger than that of the other classes. That
is because the videos in class E are particular. Backgrounds of
these video are static, and the foreground are with small motions. For these videos, most of the CUs are encoded as the unsplit manner, or the skip mode. Furthermore, the time savings of
the other classes are around 50%. It indicates that the proposed
algorithm is robust to a wide range of video resolutions.
Table VIII shows the time savings of different QPs on the two
settings, respectively. When QP is set to 37, the time saving is
66.64%. When QP is set to 22, the time saving is 44.75%. It
can be observed that the time savings of high QPs are larger
than that of the low QPs. When a video is encoded with the
high QP, the CUs tend to be encoded as the unsplit manner,
and most of the CUs encoded as the skip mode. It indicates
that the proposed method is more efﬁcient for the low bit-rate
applications. However, even for the QP 22, almost half of the
coding time is reduced. It can be concluded that the proposed
method is robust to a wide range of bit-rates.
F. Results of the AVC Tested Sequences
In order to validate that the proposed algorithm is generally
applicable to different contents, the AVC sequences with sizes
QCIF and CIF are tested. Results are shown in Table IX. It

TABLE IX
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR THE AVC TESTED SEQUENCES

can be observed that the proposed algorithm reduces average
42.8% and 48.0% of the total coding time, when the average
BD bit-rate increments are only 1.80% and 1.69% for the low
delay and random access settings, respectively. Especially for
the sequence Akiyo, the proposed method saves up to 65.4%
and 70.7% coding time with only 0.16% and 0.94% BD bit-rate
increments for the low delay and random access settings, respectively. The results indicate that the proposed algorithm is
also applicable to the QCIF and CIF sequences.
G. Performance of Applying the Full Search ME
The TZsearch ME method is applied in this work. Some of the
search points are skipped in the TZsearch ME. In this case, SAD
calculation of the sub-CU only covers the points that the CU
ME reaches. However, the sub-CUs ME may search on different
points. In order to investigate the differences, we tested the proposed scheme with the full search ME on the low delay setting.
Experimental results are shown in Table X. It can be observed
that, when applying the full search ME, the average BD bit-rate
increment is slightly less than that of applying the TZsearch ME
(The former is 1.64%, and the latter is 1.84%). However, both
of the coding performance losses are signiﬁcantly small, i.e., the
proposed algorithm is suitable to both of the two ME schemes.
In addition, we investigate the encoding time of different
schemes. As shown in Table X,
and
denote the encoding time consumed by the HM reference software when applying the full search ME and TZsearch ME, respectively. The
symbols
and
denote the encoding time of
the proposed fast CU decision algorithm when applying the
full search ME and TZ search ME, respectively. The relative
time savings of applying the two ME schemes are denoted as
and
, respectively. The relative time
saving of applying the full search ME is larger than that of
applying the TZsearch ME (The former is about 60.6%, and
the latter is about 44.0%), i.e., more modes are early detected
or skipped when applying the full search ME. It can be concluded that the more accurate SAD calculation of the sub-CUs
will lead to more time saving. However, when comparing with
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TABLE X
PERFORMANCE OF APPLYING THE FULL SEARCH ME AND THE TZSEARCH ME

, the average time saving of applying the TZsearch ME
is signiﬁcantly larger than that of applying the full search ME
(The former is about 96.6%, and the latter is about 60.6%). The
reason is that the full search ME drastically increase the computational complexity. Therefore, it is better to implement the
proposed fast CU decision algorithm on the encoder with the
fast ME methods, such as the TZsearch ME. The future work is
improving the accuracy of the sub-CU SAD calculation.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a two-layer ME based fast CU decision method
has been proposed. This method employs the latent SAD estimation for the fast CU decision. First, we design a two-layer based
ME method. The new ME method obtains the SAD costs for
both the upper CU and its sub-CUs. The upper SAD cost can reﬂect the motion compensation effect of the upper CU, as well as
the sub SAD costs can reﬂect the motion compensation effect of
the sub-CUs. Then, we deﬁne the concept of motion compensation R-D cost and its exponential expressing model. This model
can express the relationship between the motion compensation
R-D cost and the SAD cost. Based on the exponential model, we
can derive a threshold. The fast CU decision is converted to the
problem of estimating the threshold. The split ﬂags can be early
determined by comparing the estimated threshold with the SAD
cost difference. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm signiﬁcantly reduce average 52% and 58.4% encoding
time with only 1.61% and 2% bit-rate increases for the low delay
and random access settings, respectively.
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